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Abstract
Background: Updated population‐based estimates on incidence and prevalence of
chronic pancreatitis are scarce.
Methods: We used nationwide healthcare registries to identify all Danish patients
diagnosed with chronic pancreatitis and computed crude and standardised incidence rates and prevalence estimates in 1994–2018. Incidence and prevalence
were evaluated in relation to patients age and gender, aetiology (alcoholic vs. non‐
alcoholic) and smoking and alcohol consumption in the general Danish population.
Results: The mean incidence rate of chronic pancreatitis during the study period
was 12.6 per 100,000 person years for the total population, for women it was 8.6
per 100,000 person years and for men it was 16.7 per 100,000 person years. The
standardised incidence rate was stable from 1994 to 2018, remaining at 12.5 per
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100,000 person years in the last observation period (2014–2018). The point
prevalence of chronic pancreatitis in 2016 was 153.9 per 100,000 persons. A
gradual increase in standardised prevalence estimates was observed during the
study period from 126.6 in 1996 to 153.9 in 2016. The mean age at chronic
pancreatitis diagnosis increased from 52.1 to 60.0 years during the study period.
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Conclusion: The prevalence of chronic pancreatitis is increasing in the Danish
population despite a stable incidence level. Improved management strategies and
changes in the underlying patient population may explain these observations.
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Key Summary
Summarise the established knowledge on this subject
� Chronic pancreatitis (CP) is a severe and debilitating disease with a dismal prognosis.
� Updated population-based estimates on incidence and prevalence of CP are scarce.
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What are the significant and/or new findings of this study?
� Over a 25‐year observation period (1994–2018) the prevalence of CP was increasing in the
Danish population, while the incidence remained stable.
� During the observation period the mean age at CP diagnosis increased by almost a decade.
� Improved management strategies and changes in the underlying patient population may
explain these observations.

INTRODUCTION

more than 95% Caucasian individuals. All Danish residents are provided tax‐supported free access to general practitioners and hospitals.

Chronic pancreatitis (CP) is a progressive fibro‐inflammatory disease

The study included the total Danish population in the period 1 January

resulting in gradual replacement of the pancreatic gland with fibrosis.1

1994–31 December 2018, as identified by the Danish Central Office of

Both genetic and environmental factors are thought to contribute to

Civil Registration. In this registry, the vital status, immigration and

the pathogenesis of CP. In addition to excessive alcohol consumption

emigration of each resident are monitored continuously. Each Dane

smoking has been identified as an independent risk factor.1–3 In most

has a unique personal identifier issued at birth or immigration, and this

patients, serious complications evolve as the disease progresses

enables linkage of individual‐level data across registers. We identified

including exocrine pancreatic insufficiency, diabetes mellitus and

cases of CP using linked information from the Danish National Patient

pancreatic cancer.

4–6

Current treatment strategies are directed at

Registry. This is a nationwide registry that covers all nonpsychiatric

mitigation of these complications, although no treatments available can

hospital admissions since 1977 and all outpatient and emergency room

effectively alter the course of disease. This is reflected in a significantly

visits since 1995. Data include relevant dates and discharge diagnoses

reduced quality of life and life expectancy of affected individuals.6–8

coded in accordance with the International Classification of Diseases,

Notwithstanding the severity and unfortunate prognosis of CP,

edition 8 (ICD‐8) from 1977 to 1993 and edition 10 (ICD‐10) from

epidemiological data on incidence and prevalence of this entity are

1994 and onwards. The following ICD‐8/ICD‐ 10 codes were used to

scarce and recent studies are limited by being mostly derived from

identify alcoholic CP (ICD‐8: 577.10 alcohol‐induced chronic pancre-

insurance claim databases or hospital‐based surveys.9–12 These

atitis; ICD‐10: K86.0 alcohol‐induced chronic pancreatitis) and

studies may not be representative for the full CP population as pa-

nonalcoholic CP (ICD‐8: 577.11 nonalcoholic chronic pancreatitis,

tients with less severe disease manifestations may not seek in‐

577.19 recurrent chronic pancreatitis; ICD‐10: K86.1 other chronic

hospital care. Also, older epidemiological studies are likely to provide

pancreatitis) with CP defined as any of the two subtypes. We identified

outdated incidence and prevalence estimates due to changes in

CP cases based on the diagnostic codes in both primary or secondary

patterns of smoking and alcohol consumption over recent decades

positions in hospital discharge summaries. The positive predictive

along with an increased use of modern cross‐sectional imaging that

value of CP diagnoses in the Danish National Patient Registry is 80%

can detect CP at earlier stages than previous diagnostic methods.13,14

using ICD 10 codes.16

Taken together, such changes in risk factor exposure and diagnostic
practice may result in changes in incidence and prevalence. This information is important to inform healthcare decision‐makers and to

Study design

project resource allocation for patient management and research.
Consequently, updated population‐based studies on CP epidemiology

This was a nationwide population‐based study. Incident cases were

have been identified as an important and unmet need in the field.15

defined as patients who during 1994–2018 had a first‐time diagnosis

We conducted a nationwide population‐based study on time

of CP; patients with CP diagnosed before January 1994 were excluded

trends of CP incidence and prevalence in Denmark, including every

from incidence estimate computations. Prevalent cases were defined

hospitalised patient from 1994 to 2018. Time trends were evaluated

as patients who had a diagnosis at some time‐point (before or after

in relation to (a) age and gender distributions, (b) aetiology of CP

1994) and were still alive at the time of the prevalence assessment in

(alcoholic vs. nonalcoholic) and (c) patterns of smoking and alcohol

question during 1994–2018. Risk time was calculated as the sum of

consumption in the general Danish population.

individual risk time for all residents in the study period, combined for
the CP outcomes such that individuals with alcoholic CP were not
considered at risk for non‐alcoholic CP and vice versa.

METHODS

Incidence rates were calculated for 5‐year periods between
1994 and 2018 as the number of incident CP cases divided by the

Study population

time at risk (in 100,000 person years). The choice of 5‐year periods
was convenient as we studied a 25‐year period and 1‐year periods

This was a nationwide registry‐based study conducted in Denmark,

gave too much random variation from year to year. Also, to assess

which has 5.8 m residents (2018) who are ethnically homogenous with

how much of the change in incidence rate over the study period was

84
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attributable to change of the age‐distribution during this period, we
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Distribution of aetiology

standardised to the age‐distribution of the Danish population 2014–
2018 using direct standardisation.

An alcoholic aetiology was registered in 6761 of the 17,160

Point prevalence estimates were calculated for five time‐points

(39.4%) individuals diagnosed with CP. The mean incidence rate of

during the observation period and we choose 1 July in 1996, 2001,

alcoholic CP was 5.0 per 100,000 person years and the mean

2006, 2011 and 2016, dates which correspond to the middle of the

incidence rate of nonalcoholic CP was 7.6 per 100,000 person

incidence time periods. Point prevalence estimates were calculated as

years. Incidence rates of CP by age group and aetiology are re-

the number of CP patients under observation in our cohort on 1 July in

ported in Table S1. The incidence of alcoholic CP peaked in the

the specific year divided by the population size on the same date and

age group 50–59 years, while the incidence of nonalcoholic CP

reported per 100,000 persons. In addition, standardised prevalence

peaked later in life with the highest incidence rate observed for

estimates were computed as described for incidence rates.

the age group 70–79 years.

Information on total alcohol sales per Danish resident 18 years

Comparing the first 5 years (1994–1999) to the last 5 years

or older during 1980–2018 was obtained from Statistics Denmark.17

(2014–2018) of the study period, the standardised incidence rate

Information on daily smoking was obtained from the Danish National

of alcoholic CP decreased from 9.8 to 5.2 per 100,000 person

Cohorts studies which are nationally representative surveys con-

years for men, while it remained stable for women (Figure 2). In

ducted in 1987, 1994, 2000, 2005, 2010, 2013 and 2017.18,19

contrast, the standardised incidence rate of nonalcoholic CP
increased slightly from 9.8 to 10.6 per 100,000 person years for
men and from 6.6 to 7.2 per 100,000 person years for women

Statistics

(Figure 2).

Data management and computations were performed using Stata
version 16.1 (StataCorp) and R version 3.6.1 (R Foundation for Sta-

Prevalence

tistical Computing; https://www.R‐project.org/). Since this was a
nationwide population‐based study including all residents in

The point prevalence of CP in 2016 was 153.9 per 100,000 in-

Denmark during the observation period no confidence intervals were

dividuals, for women it was 112.5 per 100,000 individuals and for

provided for incidence rates or prevalence estimates.

men it was 195.7 per 100,000 individuals. The crude and stand-

The study protocol conforms to the ethical guidelines of the

ardised prevalence estimates stratified by gender are shown in

1975 Declaration of Helsinki. According to Danish legislation,

Figure 3. A gradual increase in standardised prevalence estimates

approval from an ethics committee was not required as this was a

was observed during the study period from 126.6 per 100,000 in-

register‐based study using national Danish health registries. Like-

dividuals in 1996 to 153.9 per 100,000 individuals in 2016 for the

wise, our study did not require written/informed consent.

total population. For men, the increase in standardised prevalence
was 169.2 to 195.7 per 100,000 individuals and for women it was
85.4 to 112.5 per 100,000 individuals.

RESULTS

Standardised prevalence estimates stratified by gender and
aetiology are shown in Figure 4. The prevalence of alcoholic CP was

During the study period from 1994 to 2018, 17,160 individuals were

increasing for both men and women during the observation period,

diagnosed with CP in Denmark of whom 11,248 (65.5%) were men.

despite a decreasing incidence rate. The prevalence of nonalcoholic

The mean age at diagnosis was 55.9 years.

CP appears was increasing in women and remained stable in men.

Incidence

Age at diagnosis

The mean incidence rate of CP from 1994 to 2018 was 12.6 per

The age at CP diagnosis was increasing from 52.1 years in 1994–

100,000 person years for the total population, for women it was 8.6

1999 to 60.0 years in 2014–2018. The increase in age at diagnosis

per 100,000 person years and for men it was 16.7 per 100,000

was both observed for patient with alcoholic and nonalcoholic aeti-

person years. Incidence rates by age group and gender are reported

ology (Figure 5).

in Table 1. The highest incidence rates of CP were observed in individuals older than 50 years, for both men and women.
Comparing the first 5 years (1994–1999) to the last 5 years
(2014–2018) of the study period, the standardised incidence rate of

Population‐based patterns of smoking and alcohol
consumption

CP remained relatively stable from 14.3 to 12.5 per 100,000 years.
The crude standardised incidence rates stratified by gender and

Alcohol consumption per capita and prevalence of smokers in

study periods are shown in Figure 1.

Denmark from 1980 to 2018 are shown in Figure 6. During the
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TABLE 1
gender

Mean incidence rates (per 100,000 person‐years) of chronic pancreatitis in Denmark from 1994 to 2018, by age group and

Women
Age
group

85

Men

Person‐
Number of cases years

IR/
100,000

Combined

Person‐
Number of cases years

0–29

214

24,403,636

0.9

333

30–39

442

9297,685

4.8

1112

40–49

1034

9614,915

10.8

50–59

1416

9027,758

60–69

1400

70–79
80+

IR/
100,000

25,488,460

Person‐
Number of cases years

IR/
100,000

1.3

547

49,892,096

1.1

9544,948

11.7

1554

18,842,632

8.2

2531

9823,664

25.8

3565

19,438,580

18.3

15.7

3053

9084,559

33.6

4469

18,112,316

24.7

7452,546

18.8

2442

7112,307

34.3

3842

14,564,852

26.4

938

5399,029

17.4

1363

4443,983

30.7

2301

9843,012

23.4

468

3630,063

12.9

414

1957,990

21.1

882

5588,053

15.8

Abbreviation: IR, incidence rate.
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observation period, the annual alcohol consumption decreased from

prevalence in the Danish population during the same observation

12.4 to 9.7 L of pure alcohol per capita and the prevalence of

period. Finally, the mean age at CP diagnosis increased by almost a

smokers decreased from 44.3% to 16.7%.

decade during the study period.
The mean incidence rate of CP was 12.6/100,000 person years in
our study. A meta‐analysis estimating the global incidence rate of CP

DISCUSSION

reported an incidence of 9.2/100,000 person years, but only included
two studies. One of these studies was a population‐based study from

We conducted a nationwide population‐based study on time trends

Olmsted County in Minnesota, USA, which reported an incidence rate

in incidence and prevalence of CP in Denmark from 1994 to 2018.

of CP of 4.4/100,000 person years.10 However, in that study, only

We observed a gradually increasing prevalence of CP during the

patients with a definitive diagnosis of CP verified by detailed chart

study period with a point prevalence of 153.9 per 100,000 persons in

reviews were included, which is in opposition to the epidemiological

2016. In contrast, the incidence rate remained stable during the

approach used for the present study. Also, the CP population in the

study period with a mean incidence rate of 12.6 per 100,000 person

Olmsted County study was limited to patients with end‐stage CP

years. The incidence rate of alcohol‐related CP decreased, while the

based on the Mayo clinic criteria.10 The estimate from the meta‐

incidence of nonalcoholic CP was increasing. Our findings were

analysis is lower compared to results from a recent study from the

paralleled

USA reporting and incidence of 24.7/100,000 person years in 2014.9

by

decreasing

alcohol

consumption

and

smoking

-
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However, this study was restricted to the adult population and

Prevalence estimates of CP have mostly been limited to studies

excluded patients older than 65 years. In addition to these US‐based

based on non‐population‐based settings with relatively short obser-

studies, a survey among gastroenterologist in France reported a CP

vation periods. We observed the highest prevalence of CP reported

incidence rate of 7.8/100,000 person years12 but was limited by a

to date in Europe (153.9/100,000 persons in 2016), which is

relatively low response rate (23% of invited providers) and did not

considerably higher than prevalence estimates previously reported.

include cases handled in primary care. Taken together, a direct

Accordingly, Machicado et al.11 reported a period prevalence (2001–

comparison of incidence estimates between studies is difficult due to

2013) of 98.7/100,000 persons, which is fairly similar to the preva-

differences in patient cohorts, settings and case definition. Of

lence estimate reported from the aforementioned study by Sellers

particular note, studies based on register data rather than individual

et al.9 (91.9/100,000 persons in 2014). However, both of the US‐

case assessment may overestimate the incidence rate by 20%–30%

based studies were based on insurance claim databases as compared

as the positive predictive value of a CP diagnosis using register data

to our nationwide cohort including all patients diagnosed with CP in

16,20

has been estimated to be 70%–80%.

Denmark. In further contrast to our findings, a Japanese study

-

ET AL.
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We observed a stable incidence rate of CP during our observa-

65

tion period. Interestingly, subanalysis revealed a decreasing incidence

Age (years)

60

rate of alcohol‐related CP in the male subpopulation with an almost
50% decrease in the standardised incidence rate. This finding was

55

paralleled by decreasing alcohol consumption and smoking prevalence in the Danish population during the same observation period.

50

The decreasing incidence of alcohol‐related CP was counterbalanced
by a slightly increasing incidence rate of non‐alcoholic CP. These time

45

trends are difficult to compare to past studies as incidence estimates
stratified by aetiology were not previously reported. A decreasing
01
8
14
–2
20

20

20
0

09
–

20
13

20
08
4–

00
3
99
–2
19

19

94
–

19
98

40

Year group

incidence rate of adult CP was observed in the study by Sellers et al.9
while the aforementioned study from Olmsted County and epidemiological surveys from Japan reported increasing incidence
rates.10,24,25

F I G U R E 5 Mean age at time of diagnosis of chronic
pancreatitis in Denmark from 1994 to 2018, by aetiology. Circles
represent nonalcoholic chronic pancreatitis and squares represent
alcoholic chronic pancreatitis

In contrast to the stable incidence rate of CP, the prevalence of
CP gradually increased during our observation period. This may imply
that the overall prognosis and life expectancy of affected individuals
is improving. An explanation for this may be found in optimised
treatment strategies and implementation of evidence‐based guide-

reported a prevalence of 52.0/100,000 persons based on a nation-

lines.26 However, our observation may also reflect a change in the

wide survey in 2011, which is close to prevalence estimates reported

underlying patient population with fewer patients being diagnosed

from the southern Europe including Spain (49.0/100,000 persons)

with alcohol‐related CP which has a poor prognosis compared to

21–23

The lower prevalence

non‐alcoholic CP.27 Also, an increasing number of patients are likely

observed in southern Europe and Japan compared to the register‐

diagnosed at earlier disease stages than previously, due to an

and Italy (44.0/100,000 persons).

based studies from the USA and our estimates are likely explained by

increased awareness of “early CP” and use of more sensitive imaging

differences in study design (surveys vs. register‐based studies) but

modalities including endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) and modern cross‐

may also represent a true difference in CP prevalence across regions.

sectional imaging methods.28,29 For example, over a 20‐year period, a

However, a direct comparison of prevalence estimates between

US‐based study with time intervals overlapping to our study (1994–

studies is difficult for the same reasons as those discussed above.

2013) reported an increase in imaging utilisation of 312% for mag-

Future studies should aim to adopt comparable methodology, and the

netic resonance imaging and 151% for computed tomography, and

high prevalence of CP observed in our study needs confirmation from

these are the cross‐sectional imaging modalities typically used to

other population‐based studies.

diagnose

CP.14,30

In

addition,

hereditary

and

autoimmune

88
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pancreatitis have emerged as independent disease entities during the

The inherent limitation in the use of nationwide register data

study period and, in particular, autoimmune pancreatitis has an

is the inability to verify accurate diagnosis coding of CP. Also, lack

excellent prognosis.31,32 As these entities lack distinct ICD codes,

of detailed information on risk factor exposure including alcohol

they cannot be captured at present in the registers and consequently

and smoking may bias the classification of CP aetiologies. Indeed,

many of these cases may be coded as “nonalcoholic CP”.

the prevalence of alcoholic CP was low in our study (39.4%). This

The mean age at diagnosis increased by almost a decade during

may reflect that registers have a low accuracy for aetiology clas-

the observation period. Although our study was not designed to

sification when compared with clinical studies where alcohol aeti-

elucidate the source of this observation, we suspect that increased

ology is typically reported in higher proportions of patients.36,37

utilisation of modern imaging modalities may also explain this

However, the coding practice during the study period has likely

phenomenon. Hence, the majority of imaging studies are performed

not changed and, as such, the temporal changes in aetiology of CP

in elderly people and this may lead to increased diagnosis of CP in

observed in our study are most likely valid. Another limitation of

this population which, again, could explain the observed increase in

our study is the lack of data on cross‐sectional imaging and other

mean age at CP diagnosis. The possible implication is that some

diagnostic modalities.

patients may be diagnosed “incidentally” solely based on morpho-

In conclusion, we have provided updated nationwide population‐

logical features, but with no symptoms or medical history sugges-

based estimates on incidence and prevalence of CP over a 25‐year

tive of CP. This introduces a risk of detection and lead time bias,

period in Denmark.

which is particularly relevant for patients with minor morphological

Overall the prevalence of CP was increasing during the study

changes indicative of CP as the specificity of such findings has been

period, while the incidence remained stable. Improved management

questioned.33,34

strategies and changes in the CP population may explain these

The prevalence and incidence of CP was higher in men compared

observations.

to women, in particular for alcoholic CP. This is in keeping with findings from most previous studies and may be explained by an overall

A C K NO W L ED G E M EN T S

increased exposure to alcohol and smoking in the male population.15
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Also, an increased genetic susceptibility to alcoholic CP is seen in men
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